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What do I do? 

Read the question carefully so you know if you are looking for similar words 
or opposites. 

Read all the words in the question. 

Find the word that is  

• similar in meaning/type than the word(s) you have been given. 

• opposite in meaning/type than the word(s) you have been given. 

 

Top Tips: 

 Work through the words carefully choose the word which is the most op-
posite in meaning. 

 

How can I improve? 

 Read a wide variety of books. 

 Look up unknown words and find synonyms and antonyms for them. 

 Make your own word lists adding in antonyms etc 

 

 

There are many different types of verbal reasoning question– the following 
questions are to give you some idea of question types that have appeared in 
previous papers. The exact ones may not be in your paper but by practising 
different question types you should be able to cover most of the skills test-
ed in 11+ style papers of all exam boards and independent school exams. 

A2ZLearning: 11+ 

Beginners Verbal Reasoning  

Synonyms (Similar) and   
Antonyms (Opposite) 
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VERBAL REASONING: Synonyms. 

Over to you! Synonyms 

Underline the two words in each line that are most similar in meaning/type. 

1 pleasant    dear    poor   extravagant    expensive 

2 garden   pond    drive    swift     steer 

3 church   marry    wed    flower    feast 

4 letter    plan     film     school     scheme 

5 arm    heart     neck    leg     hair 

6 neighbour    daughter    friend    son     student 

7 rigid   clever    stiff     flexible     friendly 

Underline a word on the right that is the closest in meaning to the word in 
capitals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Underline the two words, one from each set, that are closest in meaning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Underline the pair of words most similar in meaning. 

 

8 UNHAPPY unkind    death   sad    laughter     friendly 

9 HAMMER call    shout     strike    mallet    hurt 

10 HUNGRY ravenous    bad    thirsty     tired    listless 

11 TEPID hot    lukewarm    soapy   cool    soft 

12 CHERISH annoy    ignore    reject    hate    treasure 

13 HALT unsure    stop     pause     rest    hesitate 

14 (shop, start, race)         (begin, end, finish) 

15 (past, danger, menace)      (threaten, safety, annoy) 

16 (sad, cry, smile)           (excited, miserable, happy) 

17 (carnival, conceal, jelly)      (mould, show, mask) 

18 (diary, poem, note)           (map, journal, drawing) 

19 come, go          roam, wander           fear, fare 

20 answer, question       repair, spoil         problem, difficulty 
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VERBAL REASONING: Synonyms. 

 

Synonyms 

 

                                    

         

1 dear/expensive 

2 drive/steer 

3 marry/wed 

4 plan/scheme 

5 arm/leg 

6 daughter/son 

7 rigid/stiff 

 

8 sad 

9 mallet 

10 ravenous 

11 lukewarm 

12 treasure 

13 stop 

 

14 start/begin 

15 menace/threaten 

16 sad/miserable 

17 conceal/mask 

18 diary/journal 

 

19 roam, wander 

20 problem, difficulty 
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VERBAL REASONING: Antonyms. 

Over to you! Antonyms 

Underline the two words in each line that are most opposite in meaning/type. 

1 damp    freezing    moist    boiling    cool 

2 vivacious   nostalgic    quiet    innocuous    twilight 

3 knowing   unfortunate  lucky    surprise   chance 

4 vacant     exhale    marry    occupied    insert 

5 pulsing    perpetual     survival    alive    finite 

6 aloof    concerned   friendly    smiling    thoughtful 

7 grateful    modest    immense    reserved    substantial 

Underline a word on the right that is the opposite in meaning to the word in 
capitals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Underline the two words, one from each set, that are opposite in meaning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Underline the pair of words most opposite in meaning. 

8 WIDE broad     long   most    vague    narrow   motorway 

9 INITIAL last   early   letter   first     name    

10 GIVE present    grant    result   spare   take 

11 FLAT house   even    odd   bumpy   high 

12 IMMATURE unripe    young   mature   long    childish    

13 WRONG faulty  correct  mistaken    untrue   unsure 

14 (talk, run, whisper)       (sprint, shout, speak) 

15 (school, eager, hospital)      (patient, willing, pupil) 

16 (misty, clear, clean)           (dirty, spotless, shiny) 

17 (wake, early, dawn)         (sunrise, stop, late) 

18 (divide, nurse, kind)         (caring, cruel, sort) 

19 warm, cool            cold, chill               hot, heat 

20 grip, clasp          release, hold          feel, touch 
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VERBAL REASONING: Antonyms. 

 

Antonyms 

 

                                    

         

1 freezing/boiling 

2 vivacious/quiet 

3 unfortunate/lucky 

4 vacant/occupied 

5 perpetual/finite 

6 aloof/friendly 

7 modest/substantial 

 

8 narrow 

9 last 

10 take 

11 bumpy 

12 mature 

13 correct 

 

14 shout/whisper 

15 eager/patient 

16 clean/dirty 

17 early/late 

18 kind/cruel 

 

19 warm, cool 

20 release, hold 


